Wisconsin Division of Criminal Investigation Case Report
Case/Report Number: 17-612 Investigative Synopsis

The Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory (WSCL) collected evidence from the scene and the
Wisconsin State Patrol Traffic Reconstruction Unit (WSP TRU) assisted with the investigation
and subsequently created a scene diagram. The WSCL recovered eleven (11) spent casings from
the scene and one replica Beretta 9mm black handgun located near the front headlight area of
Kristi's vehicle, near the headlight. The evidence was turned over to SA Holmes and was later
transmitted to the WSCL for examination.
A neighborhood canvass, conducted by DCI Special Agent Holmes, produced no critical
witnesses.
Family members of KRISTL were identified and a death notification was made by DCI Special
Agents. Wisconsin Crime Victim Services forms were also provided to the family.
DCI Special Agents conducted five Officer Interviews and two critical citizen witness interviews
as well as two interviews of medical personnel on the night of this incident.
DCI Special Agents interviewed Walworth County Deputies Smith and Weber and City of
Elkhorn PD Officer Robert Rayfield on Monday, 02-06-2017.
DCI Special Agents interviewed Town of Geneva Officer Eric Anderson on Tuesday,
02-07-2017.
Squad Video obtained from City of Elkhorn PD Squad 101 and Squad 106 was recovered and
reviewed by agents during this investigation. DCI Agents collected dispatch recordings including
911 calls and radio traffic regarding this incident.
An autopsy of KRIS TL was conducted at the Waukesha County Medical Examiner's Office on
02-03-2017 by Medical Examiner Dr. Lynda Biedrzycki and was attended by DCI Special Agent
Higgins. The autopsy revealed:
•

Five (5) gunshot wounds to the following areas:
1- Head
2,. Chest
3- Right Upper arm
4 Right Thigh
5 Rightupperbuttock

A partially jacketed slug was recovered from Kristi's head and retained as evidence.
On Tuesday, 02-28-2017 the completed investigative file as of that date was turned over to
Walworth County ADA Haley Johnson for review.
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